Transformation and Innovation
2019 eei corporation annual report

As the firm marks its 88th year, it looks forward to the future of the
construction industry as the world economy ushers in the beginning
of the purported Fourth Industrial Revolution. While EEI celebrates its
past accomplishments, it also boldly embraces the future by steadily
integrating new technologies and data-driven systems to ensure the
sustainability of its business and quality of its output.
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2019 at a Glance
The year 2019 proved to be an amazing year for EEI
Corporation. Our revenues reached P23.6 billion, up
from the previous P22.1 billion in 2018. This feat was
attributed to EEI’s robust performance in both its
domestic and overseas operations, complemented
by the Company’s internal system innovations. All
told, we ended the year with a Net Income of
P1.16 billion for 2019.
Altogether, we finished a total of 19 major projects
during the year in review: two building projects,
namely SMDC’s Fame Residences Towers 3 & 4
and the Finance Center of Daiichi Properties, Inc.;
four infrastructure projects including the runway
expansion and other work packages for the Caticlan
Airport in Malay, Aklan; six electromechanical works
including San Miguel Corporation Yamamura’s Glass
Plant Expansion in Imus, Cavite; and five industrial
projects in Saudi Arabia, not including more than a
dozen other contracts for electromechanical works
and manpower supply services.
Apart from the completed contracts, we also
obtained 23 new domestic and overseas projects.
Among the projects in the Philippines, ten are
building projects, four are infrastructure and
roadwork projects, and six are electromechanical
projects. In addition, three industrial projects were
also won overseas. This array of new projects is a
significant addition to our list of 35 on-going projects
scattered across our three core sectors.
The operations of Al Rushaid Construction Co., Ltd.
(ARCC) turned around and recovered from its losses
in 2018 despite the volatile economic environment
and political disturbances in the Middle East. In
fact, ARCC’s expertise in industrial operations was
put into great use for the restoration of the bombed
facilities in Abqaiq. These valuable contributions
were recognized by Saudi Aramco, a Saudi Arabian
Oil Company.

ROBERTO JOSE L. CASTILLO
President & Chief Executive Officer
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HELEN Y. DEE
Chairperson

EEI’s overall unworked portion of existing contracts
at the end of 2019 stood at P62.2 billion; a testament
to the strength of the company and the trust from
our clients. With this level of unworked contracts, the
Company’s outlook is as bright as ever today and in
the coming years.

In this fast-paced and
technology driven world we
live in, companies have to
innovate and adapt.

Transformation and Innovation
In this fast-paced and technology driven world
we live in, companies have to innovate and adapt.
EEI is no different. EEI has continuously looked for
opportunities to be more cost effective, improve
quality, and deliver our services faster. We have
embraced technology and digitization in many
areas of our company. We have upgraded our
construction management processes through
the introduction of Building Information Modeling
(BIM). This project will aid the Company through
3D modeling and 4D planning. Moreover, we have
started to reap the benefits of incorporating Oracle
Fusion, an enterprise resource planning software,
to improve financial reports, supply chain visibility,
and project management.
EEI continues to be well positioned for growth. We
anticipate more projects in the coming years with
the release of the Construction Industry Roadmap
2020 to 2030, complemented by the revised list of
projects under the Philippine government’s “Build,
Build, Build” Program. Domestic public construction
activities are expected to increase and roll out
smoothly, and the volume of private construction
activities is also envisioned to grow in the short
to medium term as more cities and townships
are developed. However, the Company remains
vigilant for possible setbacks and delays brought
about by various international factors such as the
trade war between the United States and China,
the oil price tension in the Middle East, and the
global pandemic that may hamper the operations
of the Company and the businesses of its clients.
With the Company’s competitive position in the
construction industry, it remains hopeful and open
for opportunities for growth and expansion.
2019 Annual Report
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This feat was attributed to EEI’s
robust performance in both its
domestic and overseas operations,
complemented by the Company’s
internal system innovations.

One of the largest achievements of EEI this year is
its acquisition of the contracts for the construction
of the Mega Manila Subway, also dubbed as the
Philippines’ “Project of the Century”. The country’s
first subway project is a joint venture between EEI
Corp. and Japanese contractors Shimizu Corp.,
Fujita Corp., and Takenaka Civil Engineering Co., Ltd.
This project will be another landmark not only in the
history of EEI but also of the Philippines as well.
eei tomorrow
As we celebrate 88 momentous years, we are
conscious of our role and our obligations to the
Filipino people, to nation building, and towards
creating a sustainable, strong, and modern
Philippines. We are committed to providing worldclass services and ensuring that we share in the
burden of creating a progressive nation. We look
back on our journey through the years to rise as the
country’s leading contractor of choice, and we feel
a great sense of honor and humility to be given the
opportunity to play a role in the development of our
nation.
With this responsibility in mind, we align our
growth strategy with that of the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). We affirm
our commitment towards reducing our impact on
the environment and promoting the principles of
responsible investments in our business and in our
greatest asset, our people. We are also proud of
our recent investments in renewable energy and
biotechnology. At the core of our practice, we are
devoted towards providing quality infrastructures,
reliable buildings, and environmentally-safe
construction services. We are committed to

P 1.16B

Apart from
the completed
contracts, we also
obtained 23 new
domestic and
overseas projects.
This array of
new projects
is a significant
addition to our
list of 35 ongoing
projects scattered
across our three
core sectors.

net income for 2019

providing the needs of our customers, building
bridges between our Filipino heritage and
global innovations, and serving as a partner for
sustainable development wherever we are present.
As one of the leading construction companies in
the Philippines, EEI commits itself to the highest
level of quality, safety, and environmental protection
with our operations and business governance. With
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals,
we understand that our actions are connected
to the well-being of clients, employees, the
environment, and the society at large.
EEI is a builder of a better future. More than just
building structures, we aspire to serve the evergrowing needs of our clients. This vision inspires
us to further expand our horizons and explore
opportunities from other profitable yet untapped
markets through diversified business ventures.
We would like to thank our clients, business
partners, and shareholders for trusting us for
the past 88 years. Together, we will continue
to transform and innovate our way to a better
tomorrow.

HELEN Y. DEE
Chairperson

ROBERTO JOSE L. CASTILLO
President & Chief Executive Officer

San Miguel Brewery Cylindrical Tanks
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Financial highlights
Results of Operations

EEI Corporation’s impressive financial
performance is a testament to its
excellence and competence in
delivering the best services to
its clients.

Financial Position

P28.0
B
Total Assets

P1.16
B
Net Income
118% higher

EEI’s outstanding performance both in its
domestic and overseas operations in 2019
resulted in a consolidated Net Income of
P1.155 billion, more than double the
P529.0 million earned in 2018.

P8.6 B Total Equity

P19.4 B Total Liabilities

25% higher
than in 2018.

than in 2018.
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Construction Contracts

P21.9 B

Services
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Merchandise Sales P476.8 M
Real Estate Sales
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Total Backlog
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than in 2018.
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2019
in review

The Philippines, often dubbed as “Asia’s Rising Tiger”, remains
to have one of the most attractive economies to foreign investors
compared to its Southeast Asian neighbors.

Philippine Economic
Performance 2019
The economy exhibited a robust performance
in 2019 with a GDP growth of 5.9%. Despite
the delayed budget approval and the May
2019 midterm elections construction ban that
hampered economic growth in the first half of
the year, the country’s GDP growth rate was
still able to recover quickly in the latter half due
to active government spending and household
consumption.
On the production side, the services sector
continued to be the main growth driver at
7.1%, followed by the industry and agriculture
sectors at 4.9% and 1.5%, respectively.
Public and private construction were the
major contributors to the healthy growth in
the industry sector as more infrastructure,
industrial, and commercial projects are in the
works.
With the Department of Trade and Industry’s
newly released Philippine Construction
Industry Roadmap 2020-2030, the
construction sub-sector is expected to
contribute P130 trillion to the economy in
10 years. This roadmap is complemented
by the government’s recently revised list of
flagship projects under the Build, Build, Build
Program which has expanded from 75 to 100
projects as of 2019.

7.1%
services
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4.9%

1.5%

industry

agriculture
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Public and private construction were the major contributors to
the healthy growth in the industry sector as more infrastructure,
industrial, and commercial projects are in the works.
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Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Economic Performance
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), known for being the second largest
producer of petroleum products in the world, is expecting a slowdown
in its 2019 GDP growth to 0.2% from the previous forecast of 1.9% by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), primarily due to oil production cuts
and the political disturbances that affected its oil industry. Nonetheless,
increased government spending in the non-oil sector will offset this
contraction as non-oil economic growth is forecasted to be at 2.9%.
EEI Corporation’s business in Saudi Arabia has picked-up in 2019. This,
together with an increase in the order backlog is expected to propel the
business in the short term as it prepares to take on new challenges in 2020.

Sharq 3rd Ethylene Expansion Project, located at Jubail
Industrial City, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
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Projects Completed in 2019

Construction of McArthur Ramps A & B and the
Service Roads (L&R) of the Segment 10 Phase 2 of
the Manila North Expressway Project

SMDC’s Fame Residences Towers 3 & 4

Design and construction of the Mapulang Lupa
Tricycle and Pedestrian Overpass

The Finance Center of Daiichi Properties, Inc.

14

	Runway expansion, Taxiway, Remote Apron, and other work
packages for the Caticlan Airport of Transaire Development
Holdings Corporation in Malay, Aklan

EEI Corporation @ 88 - transformation and innovation

Construction of San Fernando South
Bound Entry Exit, Mexico Toll Plaza
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other completed projects:
Under electromechanical works, the Company completed the following:

Petron Polypropylene and
various maintenance works for
Petron Corporation’s Plant in
Limay, Bataan

Fabrication and
Installation of
Water Tanks for
the proposed San
Miguel Cagayan
de Oro Brewery

Pilmico Feedmill Foundation
Works of Pilmico Foods
Corporation in Iligan City, Lanao
del Norte (which was also
awarded in 2019)

Turnkey Supply and
installation of Conical
Cylindrical Tanks for San
Miguel Brewery; SMC
Yamamura’s Glass Plant
Expansion in Imus, Cavite

Expansion of Holcim
Philippines, Inc.’s
Kalayaan - Davao
Cement Mill

ARCC completed the following projects in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia:
SAFCO III Reliability
Improvement Project
under China Tianchen
Engineering Corporation
(TCC) in Jubail

KJO Global Gas NGL
& Recovery Handling
Project under the JGC
Gulf International Co.
Ltd. (JGULF) in Khafji

SMC Yamamura’s
Glass Plant Expansion
in Imus, Cavite

Nestle Philippines, Inc.’s Ready to
Drink Building, and expansion of the
IS Building in Tanauan, Batangas

Fabrication and Installation
of Water Tanks of San Miguel
Brewery, Inc.’s Sta. Rosa Plant
(which was also awarded in 2019)

FGD System Inlet Duct Work
under Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries in Rabigh

Refractory Lined Outlet
Header (RLOH) Replacement
works for Technip Benelux
B.V. at SASREF

SASREF Turnaround
Construction Activities “10
Projects” for Arabian Pipeline
& Services Co. Ltd. (ANABEEB

Several repairs and maintenance works for various clients.
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PROJECTS OBTAINED in 2019
Building projects
• SMDC’s Glam Residences in Quezon City
• SMDC’s Light Residences 1 and 2 in Mandaluyong
• SM Prime Holdings’ Ice Tower
• Cyberzone Properties’ Cebu Cyberzone Tower 3 and 4
• Filinvest Land’s Ciudad de Cebu BPO and Commercial Building
• Filinvest Land’s Clark Mimosa Lifestyle Mall in Angeles, Pampanga
• Federal Land’s IMET BPO Towers 2, 3, and 4
• Federal Land’s Grand Midori Ortigas
• Federal Land’s Seasons Residences 4-Towers (formerly known as Sunshine Fort)
• Torre Lorenzo Development Corporation’s Torre Lorenzo Loyola in Quezon City
Infrastructure Projects
• Metro Manila Skyway Stage 2, Sucat - Alabang Viaduct Improvement under San Miguel
Corporation
• Metro Manila Skyway Stage 3, Section 2A, Piers 27 to 37 under San Miguel Corporation
• Metro Manila Skyway Stage 4, Section 5 – Extension of the Balintawak Flyover, under San
Miguel Corporation
• Metro Manila Subway Phase 1, Three Underground Stations, Tunnels and Depot
Construction, Depot Equipment, and Buildings

Industrial/Electromechanical Projects
• Pilmico Feedmill Foundation Works for Pilmico Foods Corp. in Iligan City, Lanao del Norte
• Paper Machine Plant for United Pulp and Paper
Company, Inc.
• Civil works package, fabrication, and installation of water tanks for the Expansion of San
Miguel Brewery, Inc.’s Bacolod Brewery
• Fabrication and Installation of Water Tanks for San Miguel Brewery, Inc.’s Sta. Rosa Plant
• Installation of the Cement Grinding Facility of Oro Cemento Industries Corporation
• Various rehabilitation work packages for Petron Corporation’s plant in Limay, Bataan.
ARCC Projects in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
• Petro Rabigh Accelerated Reliability Enhancement Program (AREP) - Main
Works for JGC Guld International Co. Ltd. (JGULF)
• Upgrade Hydro Processing Integrity at Riyadh Refinery for Saudi Aramco
• Abqaiq Recovery Plant for Engineering for the Petroleum and Process Industries
(ENPPI KSA) Co.
• Various contracts for the restoration, repair, maintenance, of existing facilities.
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ongoing projects in 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building projects
•  Megaworld’s One Eastwood Avenue Tower 2 in Eastwood City, Quezon City
•  Megaworld’s Noble Place in Binondo, Manila
•  Megaworld’s Bayshore 6 Cluster - Residential Resort in Pasay City
Federal Land’s Grand Hyatt Manila Gold Residences 2
Federal Land’s Seasons Residences Superstructure (formerly known as Sunshine Fort), and
Federal Land’s Big Apple – Park Avenue Building, all in Bonifacio Global City, Taguig
Torre Lorenzo Development Corporation’s 3 Torre Lorenzo in Malate, Manila
Torre Lorenzo Development Corporation’s Torre Lorenzo Malate in Malate, Manila
Exquadra’s Unioil Tower (formerly known as Exquadra Office Tower) at Ortigas Center, Pasig City.
SMDC’s Air Residences in Makati City
SMDC’s Coast Residences in Pasay City
SM Prime Holding’s SM Four E-Com Center in Pasay City
The House of Investments Corporate Center Building in Makati City

Building Projects housed in Industrial Facilities
• Pagbilao Energy’s Administration Building, Maintenance Workshop, and Warehouse
• San Miguel Northern Cement’s Preheater Building
• SM Prime Holdings’ SM Silangan Warehouse
Infrastructure Projects
•  Design and construction of the MRT 7 Civil Works Package for Universal LRT Corporation
• The Metro Manila Skyway Stage 3, Section 3 and 4 of San Miguel Corp/Citra Central
Expressway Partnership;
• The Metro Manila Skyway Stage 3, Section 4 – C3-A. Bonfacio Interchange,
• The Metro Manila Skyway Stage 3, Section 5 – Balintawak Flyover
• The South East Metro Manila Expressway (SEMME) Section 1
• New Bohol (Panglao) Airport of the Chiyoda-Mitsubishi Corporation joint venture in Bohol
• Construction and relocation of transmission facilities affected by the construction of
Skyway Stage 3 for NGCP
• Design and construction of the NLEX Harborlink Segment 10 C3 - R10 Section Crossing at
Navotas River
Industrial/Electromechanical Projects
•  Expansion of San Miguel Northern Cement, Inc.’s Cement Plant in Sison, Pangasinan
•  Design, fabrication, and erection of various tanks for the Southern Star project of D&L Industries,
Inc. in Batangas
• Hyundai (HEC)s manpower supply for the following projects in Algeria:
o	Ain Arnat 1,200 MW Combined Cycle Power Plant
o	Biskra 1,338 MW Combined Cycle Power Plant
o Jijel 1,398 MW Combined Cycle Power Plant
ARCC Projects in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
• Jazan Refinery and Terminal Projects Package 12 - Naptha Processing and
Aromatics Complex for Daewoo E&C Co. Ltd.
• Pressure Vessel Replacement Project in South Gawar for Saudi Arabian Oil Co.
• AC Equipment Replacement RTR (RP023) for Saudi Aramco
• FGRS & NGP Remaining Works for Saudi Aramco at Safaniyah
• Execution of Remaining Scope for HDO Handling Facility at Ras Tanura Refinery
(RPO 27) under Saudi Aramco
• Abqaiq Plants Restoration for Saudi Aramco

2019 Annual Report
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Domestic Subsidiaries

JP SYSTEMS ASIA INC.

2019 was another banner year for EEI Corporation’s domestic subsidiaries, with profits showing
significant growth in the last couple of years. The Subsidiaries continue to focus on optimizing
the mix of its portfolio of works and competencies and at the same time look at newer endeavors
and business tracks that should significantly increase revenues in the coming years. Driving the
Subsidiaries’ growth in 2019 are EEI Construction and Marine, GAIC Group, and EEI Power, with
the Equipment Engineers, EEI Realty, and JP Systems Asia providing additional support. In the
second half of 2019, EEI Corporation continued its investments in nontraditional businesses,
investing and signing partnerships with various Japanese companies. EEI made investments
in BiotechJP, a company producing laboratory grade specialized rice products using plantbased bacteria. The company also entered into partnerships with various Japanese groups and
established two new companies, ShinBayanihan Heavy Equipment Corporation, engaged in
crane rentals and LearnJP, a company that will offer Japanese language and culture training for
Filipinos going to work in Japan. Together with their developmental tracks to push for client and
also employee engagement, these new ventures and direction are expected to provide business
diversity, risk management and new revenue streams for the Company in the next few years.

GAIC
AND
GAMSI
GAIC Group posted a gross revenue of P709.8
million, resulting in a consolidated net income of
P32.49 million in 2019, a 34% increase from the 2018
net income of P24.16 million. GAIC still registered a
net loss of P0.33 million in 2019 from a net loss of
P0.62 million in 2018, due to the depressed foreign
deployment market. GAIC’s P4.14 million or 15%
of its total revenues were generated mainly from
its accounts in the Middle East, Equatorial Guinea,
Papua New Guinea, Libya and Malaysia. While new
accounts in New Zealand, Japan, Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, Malaysia contributed P0.60 million or 2% of
total revenues. Revenues from its in-house account
(EEI overseas and domestic projects) increased by
70% from P9.51 million in 2018 to P16.20 million
in 2019. Operating expenses of GAIC decreased
by 12% in 2019 versus budget for the same year
due to enhancements in its cost management
programs. GAIC looks forward to a profitable 2020
as it anticipates increased activities in its traditional
and new accounts, particularly in the Middle East,
Zambia, Malaysia, Poland, Germany and Japan. Job
opportunities for OFWs are also shifting to the North
of Asia, Europe and Oceania. GAIC will also pivot its
marketing efforts to these areas. The Japan market
is expected to bring in more revenues for GAIC
this 2020. Demand for care workers, construction
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P709.8M
total revenues

P32.49M

total revenues

P6.36M
net income

net income

workers and other categories under the Technical
Intern Training Program and Specified Skilled Visa, as
implemented by Japan last April 2019, are expected
to significantly increase this year. To push its revenue
generation, GAIC will acquire more Marketing Agents
and Consultants, particularly in New Zealand, Australia
and Papua New Guinea, and tie up with more Foreign
Recruitment and Placement Agencies and maximize
referrals from satisfied customers. For the local arm
of the GAIC group, GAMSI, its net income increased
by 30% from P24.78 million in 2018 to P32.45 million
in 2019. YGC is a major customer of GAMSI. Newly
acquired janitorial, office and building maintenance
service contracts in 2019 were those with Eastern
Telecommunication Philippines Inc., Bowenhills
Tech., VW Group Asia Inc., Colliers (Nice InContact),
Integrated Call Center Services (Philippines), Inc. and
PAXY’s Inc. GAMSI’s prospects for 2020 remain bright
and continue to show great potential for growth. It
will aggressively market one-time general cleaning
services for residential & commercial clients alike and
exterior glass & wall cleaning for buildings and projects
completed by its parent company, EEI Corporation.
GAMSI will also acquire contracts from manufacturing,
industrial and textile plants which normally require
a significant number of workers. GAIC Group looks
forward to another profitable year in 2020.

EEI Corporation @ 88 - transformation and innovation

P41.92M

JP Systems Asia, Inc. brought in revenues of P41.92 million and
posted a Net income of P6.36 million for its 2019 operations.
The revenues were driven by JPSAI’s core business, Scaffolding
& Formworks Rental. In 2019, JPSAI started handling the
management and refurbishment of EEI Corporation’s scaffolding
assets, resulting in significant savings for EEI as well as additional
revenues for JPSAI. Through JPSAI, EEI was able to save more
than P60 million pesos in 2019 by way of executing advanced
Inventory Management using the Japanese method of cleaning,
refurbishing and repairing various scaffolding systems and
accessories. For EEI, JPSAI was able to provide the Formworks,
Shoring & Scaffolding requirements of major projects such as
Unioil/Excuadra, 3 Torre Lorenzo and HI Corporate Building for
the Buildings Group, MRT-7, SEME and Skyway projects for the
Infrastructure Group and UPPC, D & L Premium Foods and San
Miguel Brewery projects under the Electromechanical Group.
To further enhance JPSAI’s profitability, it plans to invest in
additional stocks to support both EEI’s requirements and projects
outside the group.

EEI POWER

P565.40M
total revenues

EEI Power Corporation’s performance in 2019
was one of its strongest in the past 5 years. Its
wholly-owned and operated 15-Megawatt Heavy
Fuel Oil Peaking Plant in Tagum, Davao del Norte
was able to deliver a total of 24.85 Gigawatt-hours
(GWh) for the power requirements of Davao del
Norte Electric Cooperative. The gross revenue
of EEI Power reached P565.4 million for the year.
Meanwhile, revenues from the company’s Power
Solutions Group, or its main trading, contracting
and services arm, reached P216.4 million, which
is exponentially higher than the previous year’s
modest P5.8 million. This is testament to the
importance of this business track to the continuing
growth of the company. Effectively, the total net
income from Tagum’s power sales, coupled with
Power Solutions, reached P28.3 million in 2019. On

P168.8M
net income

the investments side, income from EEIPC’s interest in
PetroSolar Power Corporation and PetroWind Energy,
Inc. reached P140.6 million. Again, a higher bottom
line compared to the previous year and still one of EEI
Corporation’s best investments. Overall, EEI Power
Corporation’s consolidated net income for 2019
ended at P168.8 million. EEIPC, poised to maintain its
upward trajectory, commits to further increasing its
power generation portfolio with preference towards
renewable energy technologies such as solar, wind and
run-of-river hydropower. This is also in conjunction
with its growing interest in the deployment of new and
emerging energy technologies in accordance with its
mandate of increasing its footprint in the clean energy
space. Aside from being a power generation company,
EEIPC will pursue significant presence in the retail
electricity supply business starting 2020.

2019 Annual Report
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This year also marked EE’s return participation in the
Philconstruct exhibition. The on-ground activity enabled
EE to highlight new products such as Spagnol (Italian modular kitchen systems), CERA (Indian - sanitary ware),
Lightstrong (proudly Philippine-made aerated blocks)
alongside the flagship brand for waterproofing, CETCO.
With more products coming in, and the planned expansion
outside Metro Manila, EE is looking at significantly
increasing its revenue in the coming years.

EEI REALTY

P90.51M
total revenues

P11.1M
net income

For 2019, gross revenues for EEI Realty Corporation reached P90.51 million,
40% higher than the previous year. The gross contribution from three major
revenue sources amounted to P26.98 million. The revenue highlights are as
follows:
• 8 housing units in Suburbia East in Marikina City were booked as sold for
a total of P61.94 million, generating a contribution of P12.5 million. This
left Suburbia East with only one remaining (1) unsold unit.
• 34 socialized housing units in Royal Parks @ Grosvenor Place were with
HDMF/PAGIbig take-out, generating proceeds amounting to P16.25
million and a gross contribution amounting to P6.89 million;
• 4 Bgy. Puting Lupa, Calamba, Laguna parcels were sold, generating gross
revenues of P9.7 million and a gross contribution of P7.597 million;
• Lease income from renting-out almost 10 hectares of industrial land in
Bgy. Tanauan, Tanza, Cavite to EEI Corporation totaled P8.3 million;
• Commissions and other miscellaneous income generated from the sale
of EEI Corporation’s assets and memorial lots in Golden Haven Memorial
Park, Las Pinas amounted to P2.6 million;
• Interest income generated from Suburbia East, Marikina City buyers
availing of in-house financing and interest derived from bank deposits
totaled P1.73 million;
Thus, overall operations for 2019 resulted in an after-tax income of P11.1
million. The implementation of the Tanza Master Plan, covering almost 54
hectares of vacant land in Cavite, will be implemented in 2020.
The Master Plan aims to provide the Tanza property with:
• a more “Upbeat Development Approach”;
• a “Sustainable Energy Platform” (thru affiliate EEI Power Corporation);
• a “Sense of Place” for residential buyers;
• a “Unified Plan” for the property’s residential and industrial areas.
The master plan integrates current and future uses of the Tanza property,
i.e., residential and commercial areas expanding into interior parcels (54.4
has.); industrial areas presently used by EEI Corporation’s Equipment Services
Group (ESG) & Central Toolroom (CTR) and for other future locators (18.3 has.).

EE introduces new products Spagnol, Lightstrong
and CETCO at the Philconstruct 2019 Expo

EEI CONSTRUCTION
AND MARINE
2019 was another banner year for EEI
Construction and Marine. It started the
year with a healthy level of workable
contracts and completed its major
projects during the year. The Company
surpassed the 2019 net income target to
achieve a significant 57% increase, yearon-year, at P127 million.

P705.64M
total revenues

EE TRADING

P374.2M
total revenues

EEI Corporation’s trading business Equipment
Engineers Inc. (EE), closed the year with a gross
revenue of P374.2 million, resulting in a modest
performance of P8.7million compared to the
previous years. The business was mainly driven by
the supply and installation of various construction
products and services such as waterproofing and
paint products and fueling systems for various
petroleum companies.
To further augment the business, EE expanded its
product portfolio to include 24 new products: eight
for waterproofing, three for civil and roadworks, two
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P8.7M
net income

architectural offerings, two construction equipment
brands, one product for coatings, and an assortment
of eight other new merchandise.
As part of its efforts to reach more clients,
EE launched a new website in June 2019 that
strengthened its presence in the digital landscape and
effectively promoted its legacy and new product lineups. This low-cost digital asset was instrumental in
forging several partnerships, and in lead and revenue
generation. EE also established social media accounts
in Facebook and LinkedIn to complement the website
and further enhance its digital footprint.

EEI Corporation @ 88 - transformation and innovation

P127 M
net income

The Company invested in various
capabilities for its fabrication shop to
improve its capacity to handle bigger
projects. The acquisition of new machines
like the CNC cutting machine and Robotic
Welding Arm greatly improved its steel
fabrication capabilities. Moreover, the
Company opted to engage EEI Power for
the installation of solar rooftop panels
that will result in significant savings on its
electricity consumption in the fabrication
shop.
As the Company enters 2020, it is looking
for big opportunities in the oil and
petroleum industries. There are several
big projects in the pipeline for massive
oil and gas depot facilities. There is
likewise a big opportunity to support EEI
Corporation’s major projects that require
structural works. With ECMI’s enhanced
capabilities, the Company is looking at
continuing its growth in the coming years.

As part of EEI Corporation’s
diversification strategy, the Company
invested in BiotechJP (BTJP), a
manufacturer of therapeutic, functional
and emergency food products utilizing
plant-origin lactic acid bacteria and
special fermentation technologies. The
Company currently produces readyto eat rice packs with a long shelf life,
protein-reduced rice for patients with
chronic kidney disease, calorie-reduced
high fiber rice for individuals with
diabetes or low-calorie diet and packed
rice that can be eaten immediately
intended for people on the go.
EEI acquired 60% of BTJP in July 2019
and while the Company is in a negative
position as a start-up, the Company is
in the process of building a new and
bigger production facility in Tarlac City
that has the capacity to produce 20,000
rice packs per day. This will pave the
way to increased revenues and address
the requirements of a growing list of
interested commercial clients. The new
factory is expected to be operational in
the second half of 2020.
The Company is now working on
growing its local sales and distribution
footprint, as well as expanding its
international presence in countries like
Guam, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand.
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Transformation
and Innovation
With the establishment of the Business Transformation Group
in 2018, 2019 was indeed the year that EEI lived up to its 88th
Anniversary mantra of “Otso Otso, simulan ang pagbabago!”
The disruptive and enabling power of digital
transformation in construction, by way of Building
Information Modeling (BIM) Processes has been
well documented and widely written about over the
past 5 years. In fact, digitization and BIM adoption
are key pillars of the Philippine Construction Industry
2020-2030 Roadmap. EEI is committed to lead the
charge not only in adoption, but also in pushing the
envelope in how digital workflows can improve our
project collaboration and construction management
processes. EEI’s efforts to digitize our project
deliverables and the automation of our construction
management workflows also pave the way for
accumulating the data, which will be leveraged later on
for our data science efforts.
As with any effort to initiate any major process
change, it all starts with bringing about awareness
and understanding among stakeholders who need to
transition into the new way of doing things. In June
2019, EEI and key technology partners from the AEC
software industry, organized its first BIM Summit which
was attended by all EEI managers. Keynote lectures
from recognized foreign and local industry experts,
along with live technology demonstrations exposed
EEI’s employees to the possibilities of how new tools
and software could enable more effective project
delivery.

enable dramatic improvements in coordination,
productivity, risk management, and quality.
In 2019, numerous training initiatives were
undertaken to commence the process of upskilling
EEI’s Designers and Computer Aided Design (CAD)
Operators in the usage of the AEC industry’s
leading software for 3D modeling. Pilot projects
around the application of 3D modeling in our

design and engineering processes
were successfully completed. More
importantly, EEI has also made advanced
strides in its BIM efforts by being able to
pilot and apply Photogrammetry and 4D
Planning. The implementation of EEI’s
CDE will commence in early 2020 with
the aim of having more and more project
teams transition their project delivery into
this platform.

As far as innovating was concerned,
EEI in 2019 was just getting
started and the coming years will
significantly be more exciting as
EEI ramps up and scales these pilot
efforts to other projects.

Aside from BIM and the digitization of our
construction management workflows,
EEI also completed the implementation
of the Enterprise Portfolio Project
Management (EPPM) Solution. EPPM
is a powerful and easy-to-use system
for prioritizing, planning, managing and
executing project programs from a global
or enterprise-level view. Along with the
implementation of our analytics solution,
EEI now has the technological capability
to manage & monitor resources such as
materials, manpower, and equipment at
an enterprise level.

Industry experts demonstrated the potential of
new advanced tools to EEI employees through
lectures and live technology demonstrations
during the BIM Summit

Virtual construction using 3D modeling and augmented
reality were some of the highlights of the BIM Summit

With respect to EEI’s digital workflows, 3D modeling
and project team collaboration on a Common Data
Environment (CDE) are key foundational elements of
EEI’s BIM Roadmap. These two are the necessary
building blocks for EEI’s plans to extend the use of 3D
models for construction planning (virtual construction)
and field execution (augmented reality, connected job
sites, real time work status) – all of which will only
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Al Rushaid Construction
Co., Ltd. (ARCC)

Major Projects - Ongoing and Recently Completed

ARCC surpassed the abject market situation in Saudi
Arabia, yielding a SAR 39 million net income for 2019 while
also obtaining new orders, keeping the company occupied
with a backlog production value of SAR 458 million for
2020. Despite the rigid competition, ARCC is optimistic
that it will bag additional workable revenue of SAR 488
million within the year from potential projects, making a
total of SAR 947 million production revenue.
In 2019, ARCC earned the confidence and trust of its top
client in Saudi Arabia, the Saudi Arabian Oil Company
(Saudi Aramco), when the Company engaged ARCC’s
manpower and equipment to restore the damaged Abqaiq
Oil Facility. The Client expressed appreciation for the full
support provided by the ARCC Management, which made
it possible to restore the plant to full operational capacity
on its pre-announced completion date. Because of this,
the Top Management of Saudi Aramco gave an Award of
Appreciation to ARCC, noting its excellent work execution
in compliance to Safety and Quality. The Client also
expressed their intention to field more jobs in the plant so
that ARCC will not demobilize its resources sooner.
As an outcome of ARCC’s exceptional performance in
Saudi Aramco, the Company earned the endorsement of
the Client for the upcoming projects of EPC Contractors.
Through the encouragement of the Client, ARCC also
formalized its intent of entering into a Long-Term
Agreement with Saudi Aramco, wherever ARCC’s
capability fits in, including shutdown and maintenance
works on both short and mid-form schemes.

Naphtha CCR Structure at Jizan Refinery & Terminal
Project (Package 12)

Aromatics Benzene / Raffinate Splitter Area and Cable Rack at Jizan Refinery &
Terminal Project (Package 12)

Removal of Old Vessels and Installation of New Ones for
Replace Pressure Vessels at South Ghawar Project

ARCC New Crane Addition -Demag 600 T Crawler Crane, fully utilized in the single-lift of
Saudi Aramco Pressure Vessels at the South Gawar Project

New Dry Flare Area and Train B Structure at KJO Global
Gas Handling and Recovery Project

Award of Appreciation presented by Saudi Aramco to ARCC for Abqaiq Plant Restoration Works

In preparation for various incoming projects and
requirements, ARCC intensified the training and coaching
of highly critical and specialized skilled workers that
require Saudi Aramco’s accreditation such as Equipment
Operators (especially cranes, excavators, manlifters, and
loaders), Scaffolding Supervisors and Inspectors, Riggers,
Welding Inspectors, Piping Inspectors, Painting Inspectors,
and other personnel.
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Abqaiq Plant restoration: Oracle Fusion:
A measure of commitment,
dedication and skill

2019 proved to be a challenging yet exciting
time for our business in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia (KSA), the Al Rushaid Construction
Co., Ltd. (ARCC). In a sudden turn of events,
our ARCC team was called in to take part in
the immediate repair and restoration of the
largest crude oil stabilization plant and oil
processing facility in the world – the KSA’s
state-run Abqaiq Plant.
Abqaiq processes over 7 million barrels of oil per day. The facility
removes impurities, sulfur and sand from oil, and then stabilizes it
so it can be shipped to refineries all over the globe – from Europe,
North America, India and China. Abqaiq’s level of productivity
supplies 7% of the world’s oil.
On September 14, 2019, a series of political disturbances severely
impaired the state-of-the-art facility which is known for its largescale custom-built equipment. Several vital apparatus were
damaged, particularly 11 giant three-phase spheroid separators
used for pressure reduction and hydrogen sulfide removal, and
five stabilization towers.
Although it is not uncommon for plants to go offline for
maintenance or repair, the extent of the damage on the Abqaiq
Plant was detrimental enough to negatively impact the export
capability of KSA, and indefinitely cripple the world market’s
supply of oil which could lead to volatile global oil prices. If not
for the quick thinking and precision work from engineering and
construction experts, the aftermath of the geopolitical attack
would have ballooned into a worldwide economic crisis.
Saudi Aramco gave ARCC the critical task of rebuilding Abqaiq in
stages – first as a stop-gap measure or initial work that would
enable the plant to at least be partially operational within 24 hours,
and in the second phase, permanent and compete restoration of
the plant.
Composed of a team of 500 highly-skilled employees, the ARCC
Team worked round-the-clock for the initial repair work, welding
works, RTR pipe fabrication, jointing, laying, and piping renovation
works which included scaffolding, painting, and testing. Using
innovative methods and strategic engineering, the ARCC Team
relentlessly repaired equipment according to their customized
specifications which showcased the mettle, dedication, and the
high-level of skill of all its workers from managers to laborers.
The Team’s work led to the rapid and successful restoration
of the entire facility. More importantly, it averted the possibility
of a global economic and oil crises. The ARCC’s efforts were
also recognized by Saudi Aramco who commended the Team’s
outstanding work and strict compliance to Safety and Quality
during an awarding ceremony on November 19, 2019.
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Merging Process
Transformation and
Engineering

In early 2018, EEI Corporation made its
journey to Oracle Cloud to further add
value to its business. Oracle Cloud is an
advanced digital business platform that
empowers companies like EEI to create
and utilize intelligent cloud-based
applications and services to enhance
business operations.
Spearheaded by the Finance Group, which
included the implementation of Oracle
Financials, Supply Chain Management, and
Projects, the initiative kicked off on April 16,
2018, and went live on March 1, 2019.
Within six months of its implementation, the
new information system enabled the Group to
have a more efficient workflow particularly in
Finance, Supply Chain and Oracle Projects.
The Finance Group, for instance, saw
a drastically shorter turnaround time
in bookkeeping, financial reporting and
consolidation, BIR reporting, billings and
receivables, and intercompany transactions.
Supply Chain Group transactions became
more direct, transparent, and swift. The new
system also afforded buyers or purchase
requesters to easily assess their purchases
versus their available budgets. Suppliers and
vendors could also monitor their purchase
orders, invoices, payments, and pending
deliveries.
The platform also facilitated the prompt
generation of project reports such as profit
and loss, earned value and budgets.
Aside from faster transactions, the digital
platform also guaranteed smooth day-to-day
operations despite the attrition of the Finance
Team. This could pave the way for the
restructuring of Supply Chain Management
towards category-based procurement and
centralized buying which would lead to better
volume discounts.
With these significant results and operational
improvements, EEI is continuously working
towards expanding its capabilities to include
data analytics, Primavera and Oracle Projects
integration, rollout to new entities within
the EEI Group, as well as exploring other
worthwhile Oracle modules.
2019 Annual Report
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about the report
This Sustainability Report contains a full
year’s data from 1 January to 31 December
2019 and focuses primarily on operations
of EEI Corporation headquarters and
major projects. The scope covers EEI
Corporation’s principal business as general
contractor of infrastructure, building, and
electromechanical construction projects.
The Company’s Core Sustainability Reporting Group
organized a series of sustainability learning sessions and
focused group discussions that served as the materiality and
stakeholder engagement process. These activities
allowed the Company to generate valuable
insights for the report. The Company was
able to validate its sustainability agenda,
existing priorities, and relevant
economic, environment, and social
topics. Through this consultative
process, the Company was able
to identify key themes which
then served as basis for
streamlining the sustainability
agenda and shaping the
governance structure
required to effectively embed
sustainability throughout the
operations of the Company.
Last 2018, the Company
gave a glimpse of its
Sustainability Report through
the presentation of relevant data
and information. This year, as part
of EEI’s commitment to report the
annual performance on the economic,
environmental, and social aspects of its
business and operations, a comprehensive
disclosure is provided. This includes the
approaches taken by the Company, the relevant data
sets, and highlights of the Company’s key milestones.

economic
1. 	Our Company

EEI Corporation, known for its quality work and excellent workforce, is one of the leading construction
companies in the Philippines. Having various projects all over the world, EEI has shown that it can
manage construction and engineering services excellently and extensively. Moreover, with its years of
experience in the construction industry, EEI has honed and mastered its expertise in the construction
of large-scale light and heavy industrial projects, infrastructure, and property development projects.
The Company has built several power plants, refineries, petrochemical plants, cement plants, mining
facilities, industrial plants, buildings, schools, hospitals, roads, bridges, seaports, airports, railways,
water distribution stations, flood control systems, steel structures and modular assemblies.
EEI is rated as a quadruple-A General Engineering Contractor -- the highest rating for contractors
issued by the Philippine Contractors Accreditation Board (PCAB) under the Department of Trade and
Industry. The Company also holds ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and OHSAS 18001 certifications for quality,
environment management, and occupational health and safety standards.
With EEI’s experience and accomplishments, there is no doubt that it is a preferred contractor of local
and international engineering, procurement, and construction companies.
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3.

2. 	key facts and figures

Procurement
The Company’s Supply Chain Management (SCM) advocates in improving the performance and
efficient decision making in the supply chain process.

88 years

60,672,213

of existence

Supplier selection is one of the important factors in SCM, as well as having a good and
cooperative relationship with suppliers. The Company aims to maintain a mutually productive
environment in place. As such, the Company considers its suppliers and subcontractors as
important Business Partners.

1,400,392

total manhours

safe manhours

Safe manhours is defined as total number of continuous working hours since the last
safety-related incident. This count resets to zero if an accident occurs.
Total manhours is defined as Total Working Hours less Lost Time due to accident or
other safety-related incidents. All figures are as of December 31, 2019.

24,457

EEI firmly believes that the continued growth and timely service of its Business Partners will
have a material impact on the Company’s operations. Thus, the Company actively engages with
its Business Partners to ensure that all parties enjoy mutually beneficial development. A Quality
Assurance team is tasked to make sure that all deliverables are issued on time and in accordance
with the specifications required, while still providing tangent support such as financial
arrangements and personnel augmentation. In this regard, the Company not only safeguards its
own commitments and obligations but also its Business Partners’.

female
workforce

total
manpower

attrition
rate

21,612
project
workers

2,845

regular
employees

2.93%
2018

3.09%
2019

2.816%

financial highlights

The Company has initiated efforts to further improve planning and resource management
capabilities to properly anticipate resource demands and, when necessary, adjust its projects’
schedules to accommodate the risks in the supply of these items. More importantly, the Company
continues to look for new Business Partners who will help the Company grow and expand its
presence in the local and foreign markets.
The Company prioritizes local suppliers whenever possible. In 2019, 65% of Procurement and
Bidding Awards were awarded to local suppliers and 31% to Local Service Suppliers. Of the local
contracts awarded, 92% were awarded to 562 Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs).

Direct economic value distributed

P23,280,642,643

Operating costs
Employee wages and benefits
dividends and interest payments
Tax payments
Investments to community

62%
33%
3%
2%
<1%

P14,374,382,074
P7,586,394,900
P771,422,224
P539,082,798
P9,360,067

35

Local Service
Suppliers

P24,145,001,692

Direct economic value
generated (revenue)

Foreign Service
Suppliers

Foreign Suppliers

287

2

procurement
budget

Local Suppliers

609
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4.	Significant Projects
The Construction Industry is considered as a major source of
local economic growth and development. Every phase of the
construction process poses a significant economic impact
to the community around it. EEI recognizes its prevalent
participation in nation building, considering the impact of
its projects not only to the local communities affected
but also to the nation as a whole.
EEI recognizes itself as an enabler of the country’s
economic growth through the construction
of relevant infrastructures, buildings, and
electromechanical facilities. Some of the
Company’s major projects are the Metro
Manila Skyway Project, the MRT 7 Project,
the Northern Cement Project, and the New
Bohol International Airport.
The Skyway and MRT 7 projects are
considered as major contributors of roadrelated accessibility improvements in Metro
Manila and its surrounding areas. The Skyway
project is one of the government’s major
expressway projects that will help strengthen
main urban centers through connectivity with
other growth centers including Metro Manila.
Similarly, the MRT-7 project will serve as a mass
transportation system that will improve the
people’s accessibility to the metro, where most
workplaces are located. Once done, it is expected
that people will shift away from using road-based
transport which will make roads decongested.

With this, the Company is continuously
seeking to create a more effective
and holistic approach in its active role
in nation-building and community
development, which focuses more on
a synergistic and stronger relationship
with the developers, the government,
and the communities where its
projects are situated.

The New Bohol International Airport will boost tourism
in Bohol. As a result, Panglao and the other neighboring
communities will become more accessible to tourists, which in
turn is expected to generate more jobs and boost local businesses.
Through the Northern Cement Project, cement manufacturing from raw
materials will thrive, and thus, supporting various industries in need of their
services, such as those in the construction industry like EEI.
EEI has become the community’s partner-industry in development and improvement through its
major projects. Its operations have prompted the construction of alternative roads that aided the
community’s access to other towns and municipalities, thus further promoting a more cohesive and
fair society.
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5.	Employment Generated
EEI’s employees are considered as a major pillar for the continued success of the
Company. As the social capital of EEI, employees not only play a significant role in
business operations but also define the culture of the organization, creating a connection
of loyalty and belonging between themselves and the Company.
The “Build, Build, Build,” initiative of the government has provided a sizable opportunity for players
in the construction industry. The numerous local projects of the Company have generated sizable
employment for skilled and non-skilled laborers.
By the end of 2019, EEI’s workforce is composed of 24,457 employees, in which 2,761 of them are
regular employees, 84 are under probationary, 38 are already consultants, 18,907 are in project worker
status, and 2,667 are local hires. Out of the 24,457 employees, 23,699 are male and 758 are female.
Despite having a large workforce, the Company provides equal training opportunities to all levels of
the organization. Skills Training are specially provided to the Skilled Workers, in which they are trained
hands-on on their specialization (e.g. plumbing, pipefitting, equipment operations), and by the end of
the program, they become TESDA Certified. All Skills Training are done in EEI’s very own AMG Training
Center in Bulacan. In 2019, over 427 employees underwent technical skills training for 98,040 training
hours.
EEI also offers internal and external trainings for its employees, which focuses more on one’s competencies.
Programs such as Time Management and Presentation Skills Workshops, Management Development
Program, Supervisory Development Program, Governance Orientations, and Managing Risk of Data
Breach for EEI Managers, to name a few, are internal trainings offered by the organization to employees.
External trainings are also offered, wherein employees are usually sent to upon their request. Overall,
2019 brought 112,544 internal and external training hours to 8,539 regular and probationary employees.

6.	Innovation
The Global trend in the Construction Industry is constantly changing. In an online report
conducted by Deloitte called the 2020 Engineering and Construction Industry Outlook
(Meisels, 2019), it points out that in the US, automation of construction sites, particularly
concerning highly repetitive tasks, could significantly improve productivity while creating
a safer work environment and addressing the industry’s shortfall in labor. For instance,
drones are capable of performing inspections and surveys of vast areas of land in just a few
minutes. These forms of digital technologies have been on the rise in the past year.
EEI has acquired new assets and additional personnel not only to increase and enhance its capability
to do more work, but also to cope with the increasing construction demand and to keep up with the
market trends. In addition, the Company is exploring innovative ways of doing construction work that
can increase efficiency and capability to do complex work.
The Company has also invested in innovative technologies that aim to curb the effects of climate
change. With the government’s direction foreseen to be encouraging businesses to go green, this
investment is expected to benefit not only to the environment but also the Company itself, making it
more profitable and sustainable in the long run.
The Management recognizes the impact of its projects in the environment and continues to promote
sound business practices and adopt more innovative technologies and processes that can manage
its impact on the environment. With this in mind, the Company has been continuously investing
in environmentally friendly renewable energy plants, waste water treatment facilities, and waste
management facilities.
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7. Climate Related Risk and Opportunities
The Company has a Board Risk Oversight Committee (BROC) that meets every quarter to
discuss the top risks and opportunities. Topics involving risks and opportunities related
to climate change and its effect to operations and strategy are included in these BROC’s
meetings. The BROC’s main role is to review the management’s effectiveness in managing
operational risks and provide the direction and guidance on how to respond to strategic risks
and opportunities.
The Company identified two (2) major climate-related risks, as follows:
(1) Health risks of workers while working during hot times of the day, particularly during the summer
months.
– The incidence of heat exhaustion is more prevalent during the summer months. The Company
posits that heat indices increase as climate change intensifies. Apart from putting the health
of workers at risk, the Company’s projects are also vulnerable to risk of delays which could be
attributed to due to lower productivity of workers.
(2) The frequency of typhoons and intensity of flooding are becoming more ubiquitous. This puts the
Company’s projects at risk of delay and the Company’s assets and people at risk of harm.
The Management’s top priority is the safety and welfare of its people. To manage the aforementioned risks,
the following programs are implemented:
1. To combat heat exhaustion during the hot days, drinking water are made available in strategic areas of
all of projects to ensure that workers are properly hydrated;
2. During rainy days, early and timely work suspension is always an available option for the Company’s
project managers. Moreover, the Company has created a Corporate Crisis Management Team that is
tasked to oversee and execute predetermined plans to manage crises and emergency situations (e.g.
typhoon and flooding).
Through a series of workshops facilitated by the Company’s Risk Management Department, key personnel
(i.e. those personnel who have significant roles in the performance of the business units and projects) were
tasked to brainstorm for possible risks in their areas of responsibilities, which include climate-related risks. A
validation process is done by the Risk Management Department after these brainstorming sessions to rank
the priority of the identified risks, which is then coordinated with key personnel to plan out mitigating and
preventive risk plans.

8. Vision 2020
The robust performance in both domestic and international operations, complemented by the
internal system innovations and diversification programs painted an exceptional year for
EEI Corporation.
With the release of DTI’s Construction Industry Roadmap 2020 to 2030, which aims to achieve a
P130 trillion contribution to the economy, EEI sees opportunities for more business engagements for the
coming years, further propelling its growth and expansion. However, the unprecedented emergence of the global
pandemic will most likely hamper EEI’s operations and create setbacks and delays in construction projects.
In this challenging and difficult time, EEI is responding with efficient and strategic measures to protect the
welfare and interest of its stakeholders, leveraging its strength and depth from its long years of experience
and expertise.
For 2020, EEI envisions to continuously serve its clients and zealously safeguard the interest of its people and
stakeholders. EEI remains focused to thrive and motivated to grow its business in order to fulfill its commitment
to build a better future.
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environment
1.	CARE FOR LIFE
The employees are the bloodline of an organization. Aside from giving equal opportunities at work
or providing trainings and workshops for development, companies should also consider their
employees’ health and well-being. Promoting health and safety through all aspects of their lives
should be emphasized in the work culture, since most of the employees’ adult life is spent at work.
EEI values the health and safety of its employees. With the nature of the construction industry,
employees especially project workers are often exposed to occupational diseases and injuries. To
prevent and aid such incidents, there are nurses stationed at all project sites, and roving doctors at
selected project sites. Ambulances are also provided on selected sites in case of health emergencies.
Additionally, because EEI is ISO 45001 Certified, the Company is required to proactively improve its
OH&S performance in preventing injury and ill-health among its employees.

Gawad Kalinga
Activities: “Build a Home,
Be a Volunteer”
Volunteers helped in
building 20 houses for
the families of Munting
Paraiso in Trece
Martires, Cavite

Brigada Eskwela
This is an annual
activity of the HR-ERD.
40 employees who
participated helped the
Bagumbayan Elementary
School clean their fifteen
classrooms and sort their
pupils’ books.

The company also provides health-related benefits to its employees, not including the statutory
benefits. Some of these are:

La Mesa
Tree-Planting
In order to save mother
nature, EEI had its annual
tree planting program at La
Mesa, Quezon City. There
were 57 volunteers, and
a total number of
570 Narra tree seedlings
were planted.

a. 15 Sick Leaves for regular employees are given annually
b. HMO for regular employees, amounting to P100,000 per sickness
c. Medical reimbursement for regular employees amounting to P6,000
Furthermore, for the readiness of its employees in unforeseen events, EEI also holds an annual
Earthquake Drill and Fire Drill, in line with the policies and guidelines of the MMDA.

2.	SUPPORTING LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Companies and organizations that are actively engaging in
supporting local communities, either through forming
relationships with local charities or encouraging their
employees to volunteer to such, strengthens morale
and creates a better working environment.
As part of its corporate social responsibility, EEI and
its employees have facilitated and offered various
programs and activities to aid local community. The
Human Resources Division and the EEI-EDC usually
coordinate with the local communities to facilitate
the programs for the people. Here are some activities
conducted last 2019:

Brgy. Bagumbayan
Gift Giving
HR-ERD turned over
employee donations to
Brgy. Bagumbayan’s Senior
Citizens and PWDs. They
also donated raffle items
for Brgy. Bagumbayan’s
Christmas Party.

International Coastal
Clean-Up
25 volunteers from EEI
joined the International
Coastal Cleanup at SM by
The Bay, Pasay City. They
were able to collect an
estimated 84 kgs of
waste (15 sacks).

Ocular Tree Inspection
Approximately 1,400
trees are being
monitored and checked
twice yearly in San
Andres, Tanay, Rizal.
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5. 	HEALTH and SAFETY Excellence

3.	EDUCATION
With workplace trends constantly changing, the need for more competent and innovative employees
is also increasing. Continuous learning and development is one way to keep up with the modern
workplace. As such, EEI provides equal training opportunities to all its employees through programs
that improve their knowledge, skill sets, and competencies. The organization has its own Learning
& Development and Organizational Development Department that develops and facilitates internal
trainings, and also assists and coordinates with other departments in their training needs.

2019

98,040

8,539

112,544

employees

construction skills
training hours

employees

development training
and workshop hours

4.	CLEAN WATER & SANITATION
Safe and clean water is a basic human necessity because it impacts one’s health and well-being.
Being an organization with at least 24,457 employees, it is crucial for the Company to have easy
access to safe water sources and sanitation. The average annual water consumption of EEI
employees are as follows:

Annual Water Consumption (cu.m.)
38,450

Homebase

Northern Cement Project

The continuous training of its employees and the improvement of safety procedures through the
identification of risks, improvement opportunities, and controls are of paramount importance to
ensure the well-being and safety of workers and minimize the number of accidents at the site.
In accordance with laws and regulations, our Safety Department, Project Team, and employees
are convened every month to discuss and share information related to issues, such as causes of
workplace accidents and countermeasures, and other points of concern.

6. 	MANAGEMENT OF WASTE AND EFFLUENTS
With the help of existing environmental laws and regulations, as
well as the active participation of our people, EEI continuous to
set high standards on the environment.
We minimize the generation of any hazardous waste and
dispose of waste using safe and responsible methods.
We process our water usage before disposal, ensuring water is
free of silt before releasing it to the environment.

3,737
9,316
28,700

Skyway
MRT 7

21,492

Shortage or pollution of water within the project site and the surrounding communities will most likely
have a negative effect on the workers’ and the nearby residents’ health, and can eventually affect the
timely execution of the projects. LGUs have the power to stop the project’s operations public safety is
at risk.
In response to this, EEI has designed Sewage Treatment Plants (STP) in its projects and homebase
facilities to follow the requirements set forth by the government for the protection of water resources.
Furthermore, the Company closely monitors and employs approved methodologies to ensure that
pollutants coming from the work areas do not go into these water resources.
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Health and Safety is imprinted in the system and culture of EEI Corporation. While EEI continues to
grow in volume of operations and employee headcount, the Company has successfully maintained
excellence in the safety and welfare of its employees and communities in which it operates. Aside
from improving its processes, the Company is also striving to provide easy access to medical needs,
canteens, rest areas, and toilets for its employees.
Construction is a labor-intensive industry and the injury frequency rate is higher compared to other
industries in the country. Despite having 683 work-related injuries in 2019, EEI puts the health and
safety of its people as its top priority.

427

New Bohol International Airport

“Health and Safety First”
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We have a material recovery facility in all our offices and
access bins to assure better waste separation to allow
recycling.
We partner with a special waste transportation firm for the
waste management of our projects.

82,899 kg
Total Hazardous Waste
Generated and Properly
Disposed

Commitment:
“For effective waste management, we will continue to
train our people and optimize our process.”
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7. 	ENERGY MANAGEMENT

4

Buses
employees

EEI is focused on what the
company can directly
control and influence. The
Corporation aims to
boost energy efficiency
in its operations.
The Company has
undertaken a
comprehensive reevaluation of its
equipment and
machineries in
order to ensure
efficient usage
and avoid
wastage.

120

passengers/bus/day

29,000

passengers/bus/year

8.	ENVIRONMENT COMMITMENT
“To secure the future, we commit to a healthy environment.”
EEI is committed to cooperate with different agencies and institutions in
harmony with nature.

The EEI Head
Office was able to
install Solar Panels
that can save up
to 214,443 kwh of
electricity in a year.

Service

Process

Community

Build for
Sustainable
Society

excellence
environmental
stewardship

partner for
progress

social
Traffic along EDSA is one of
the biggest problems our
government is facing. In
our own way, we help our
employees reach home
early, save time, and lessen
diesel consumption and
transportation expenses by
providing alternate modes
of transportation such as
buses.

1. 	Our people
male

97%
23,699
female

758
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EEI Corporation has always prided itself as one of the best
employers in the construction industry, currently employing
more than twenty-four thousand workers hailing from various
parts of the Philippines. Recognizing the impact of its projects
in the communities where the Company has its presence,
EEI continues to expand its presence by presenting stable
employment opportunities in various parts of the country.
In this regard, EEI has established various recruitment
centers outside of Metro Manila to disperse the employment
opportunities to provincial areas.
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EEI also has government-accredited training
facilities that can train and empower people
with the necessary skills to enable them
to have better employment opportunities
in the field of construction. These facilities
have allowed the Company to produce more
skilled workers where other companies are
otherwise constrained by their lack of qualified
manpower.
Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA)
EEI Corporation recognizes the importance of
having a positive engagement with its workers
and have long supported its employees’
unions as part of its strategic engagement of
its workforce. Having constructive dialogues
and positive engagements ensure the
commitment of its employees. Since their
establishment, the unions served as one of
the principal stakeholders of the Company.

Regular
- Monthlies
- Dailies
- Staff
- Supervisor
- Department
- Group

259
410
1,156
747
202
31
40

- Monthlies
- Dailies
- Staff
- Supervisor

Managers
Officers

759
18,978
1,404
407
55
9

	Total Company

24,457

Rank & File
Supervisory
Managers
Officers
Project Workers
Rank & File
Supervisory

In 2018, EEI renewed the Collective Bargaining
Agreements (CBA) for both Unions. The
CBA for the EEI Progressive Workers
Union (EEIPWU-NAFLU) will be
effective until June 30, 2021. The
CBA for the EEI Supervisory/
Staff Employees Union
(EEISSEU) will be effective
until June 30, 2020.
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Year-end 2019

Manpower
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2.	DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
EEI remains committed to expanding
employment opportunities for all
sectors and in various parts of the
country, especially for women and
person in marginalized sectors, as the
Corporation recognizes the value this
creates in maintaining a diverse
workforce environment. Considering
the industry however, the main
operations of the Corporation
limits the possibility of increased
female presence and marginalized
participation in our roster.
In the course of several years, we
have seen a steady increase in the
number of women engineers and
commercial professionals within
EEI Corporation, such as designers,
welders, carpenters, personnel, and
accountants joining the work pool.
EEI’s female labor force participation
rate has risen.

Management Approach
With the increased demand and access to resources
and information, more women nowadays are willing
to join the construction industry and possess relevant
competencies. Today in our project sites, we have:
position

female

Construction Manager

2

Building Painter

2

Carpenter

1

Electrician

1

Mason

5

Welder

23

Instrument Man

2

Engineers

91

TOTAL	127
In the international market, while there
has been a slow down in the
Middle East and international
manpower is feeling
the impact, one can
observe that within
EEI, women’s
participation in
all employment
categories
has remained
relatively
steady. Also, in
Corporate Social
Responsibility
committees and
Sustainability
committees,
women have been
very proactive. The
growing participation and
visibility of women in EEI
signifies a positive trend.
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3.	Health, Safety and
Well-Being
Safety and the holistic well-being of its people
is the paramount consideration of the
Company.
Personal protective equipment (PPE) are
provided to employees, workers, and
guests who enter project sites. Every
project site has a dedicated safety
team which ensures that all safety
protocols are observed.
Information drives on relevant
medical conditions are promptly
circulated by EEI’s medical staff.
Medical facilities and competent
medical personnel are available
to provide medical assistance to
headquarter-based employees and
project sites.

4.	Labor and
Human Rights
EEI Corporation remains steadfast
in conducting business with integrity,
consistent with the high standards of
business ethics, and in compliance with all
applicable laws and regulatory requirements.
Recognizing that the core business of the
Company is managing and developing its people,
protection of labor and human rights is of paramount
consideration. Aside from the Code of Business
Conduct, several policies and practices are put in place to
safeguard labor and human rights of employees, namely:
Anti-Sexual Harassment Policy;
Drug-Free Workplace Policy;
Employee Authorization to STOP Work;
Humane Relocation Package and Benefits;
Employee Housing Program (Bunkhouse/ Apartment);
Employment acceptance of competent and capable person with disabilities; and
Accident Fund Employee Benefits (on top of ECC)
EEI Corporation also strictly adheres to the mandates of laws such as the Republic Act (RA) 8972
Solo Parent Act, RA 9710 Magna Carta of Women, RA 9262 Violence Against Women and their
Children, and the Labor Code of the Philippines.
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5.

Governance
Monitoring and evaluating compliance
with the Revised Manual on Corporate
Governance is a continuing mandate
and direction of the Company.
Management continues to apprise
itself of any relevant changes
in the Rules on Corporate
Governance, and the Company
continues to amend its own
internal Revised Manual on
Corporate Governance to
reflect the changes and
practices of the Company.
EEI continues to adhere
to all Securities and
Exchange Commission
(SEC) directives as well as
all relevant Philippine Stock
Exchange (PSE) circulars
on corporate governance
regulations. The Company’s
Revised Rules on Corporate
Governance may be viewed
at https://www.eei.com.
ph/content/corporategovernance/governance.
php#manual-on-cg..

EEI also adheres to international
principles on good corporate
governance and practices, and
adopts a self-rating assessment and
performance evaluation to determine the
effectivity of its management.
To ensure transparency and full disclosure,
The Company also included its Integrated Annual
Corporate Governance Report (IACGR) in its website,
which may be viewed at https://www.eei.com.ph/
content/corporate-governance/governance.php
#annual-cg.
Management continues to undertake regular conference and learning
seminars in order to apprise itself of the changes in governance and challenges
being faced in the changing corporate landscape. All efforts undertaken by the
Company to ensure that its management are well-informed and governance practices are up-todate are reflected in the IACGR.
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6.	Training and Development

7.

EEI Corporation considers the advancement of employees’ skills, career growth, and training as
important investments that pave a clear path for employees. In 2019, the Company invested
P126.4 million or 0.17% of its total revenue to upgrade employee skills, which correlated strongly with
improved performance and higher productivity. The continuous training of employees enhances the
organization’s human capital and contribute to employee satisfaction, which correlates strongly with
improved performance.
Number of Programs Provided by Specific Departments in 2019
Human Resources

29

Safety, Health, Environment and Security (SHES) Department/Clinic

15

Field Operation Group (FOG)/ Technical Craft Services Group (TCSG)

8

Quality Control (QC)

4

Risk Management/ Planning Group/Finance Group

4

Corporate Development/KCM

12

EEI Development Cooperative Inc./ Legal Group

3

Benefits and Welfare
The Company offers attractive compensation and benefits that are more competitive than those
offered by other local companies.
Almost as important as compensation, EEI ensures that there is proper mentoring which is
proven to be an effective retention strategy especially for millennials.
In order to ensure that the Company has sufficient skilled manpower, it maintains a governmentaccredited training facility that provides free training and certifies workers for highly-technical skills
like welding or pipefitting. These trainees are sourced from the provinces and some impoverished
parts of the country. The Company provides them with the necessary training that could help them
grow and become experts in their field, and acquire better livelihood.
EEI also established recruitment centers in various parts of the country, including the provinces, to
create employment opportunities in areas where there are limited prospects for stable and viable
employment.
The Company also espouses equal employment opportunity, and actively seeks to employ from
other segments of the industry. In previous years, EEI has conducted trainings for indigenous
peoples to equip them with employable skills. It also employs disabled individuals and elderly people,
and encourages greater participation of women in the workforce. This has not only broadened the
Company’s source of employment, but more importantly, has also provided new opportunities for
these sectors.

8.	Open Communication

construction
skills
training

internal
skills
training

training
hours

external
skills
training

training
hours

372 8,712
8,167
103,832
427 98,040
training
hours

participants

participants

participants

Average Training hours provided to employees is registered at 8.57%. Internal workshops allow
employees to receive more specialized training that is relevant to the business process of the
company. In total, of 103,832 hours were spent by delegates from different department to enhance
relations, communication, and interaction among co-workers.

Fairness to Stakeholders is one of the core values which drives EEI Corporation. This is achieved
through open communication and transparency in all facets of our process. To encourage free
dialogues and open communication, a Compliance Officer has been appointed to help ensure that
the Company’s Code of Ethics and Business Conduct is explained and implemented to all employees,
suppliers, and subcontractors. A Whistle-Blowing Policy was implemented to allow complaints to be
investigated without fear of repercussion or reprisal.
The Company also has strong internal controls in place through the Internal Audit, QA & QC, and Risk
Department, which conducts support activities in order to enforce the strict implementation of EEI’s
policies against corruption, bribery, fraud, thefts, and other acts inimical to the best interest of EEI.
EEI continuously subscribes to additional training for all of its directors, officers, and employees, for
best international practices on corporate governance and seeks to apply these practices in its daily
operations.

Most construction workers learn informally and gain experience by doing jobs through short-term,
on-the-job trainings. Here at EEI, we conduct formal apprenticeship programs administered by
the FABSHOP, ESG, and AMG for Project Workers. Participants gain knowledge under technical
instruction where workers learn basic construction skills, correct use of tools and equipment, welding,
and safety and health procedures.
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Product or Service Contribution to UN SDGs

Key products and services and its contribution to sustainable development.
Key Products and
Services

Societal Value/ Contribution
to UN SDGs

Engineering &
Construction
Services

Health and Well-Being

Potential Negative Impact
of Contribution
Possible impact:
1. Construction workers in such environment
are exposed to occupational diseases or
injury. Easy access to quality healthcare,
medicine and quality essentials care
services in case of emergencies.
2. Poor training and retention of relevant
knowledge among construction workers
are factors responsible for high incidence
of injuries on construction sites.

Reduced Environmental Impact

Some of the issues that pose major
environment sustainability problems include:
1. Discharge sewerage water and use of
polluting chemicals and hazardous waste
2. Impact on how the Corporation ensures
conservation, restoration, and sustainable
use of land particularly forests, wetlands,
mountains, and drylands - in line with
obligations under Philippine Law.
3. Solid waste
4. Air pollution
5. Low-cost fuels
6. Traffic Congestion

Uplift Livelihood

Possible impact:

Management Approach
to Negative Impact
Management Approach:
a) The Corporation provides on-site ambulance, medical
devices and instruments, health informatics that help
promote health and well-being of employees.
b) Increase awareness and increase access to targeted
health services for women and men and their families.
This includes: end of epidemics of AIDS, tuberculosis,
Corona Virus 2019, Dengue, Polio and other neglected
tropical diseases.
c) Strengthen prevention of substance abuse, including
narcotic drug abuse and harmful use of alcohol
d) Alignment of human resource policies with principle of
human rights.
e) Establish relationship with government entities like
TESDA and higher education institution to improve
education of the employees.
f) Provide employees with continuous opportunities to
improve employee skills for their current and future
employment.
g) Create training programs that will give the community
access to the work in the Corporation which has an
indirect impact on job creation.
h) The Corporation can contribute to this SDG by
continuously improving energy efficiency, setting
emission reductions, and promoting resilience in
the Corporation’s operations, supply chain, and the
communities in which it operates.
i) The Corporation will ensure full compliance and
implementation of environmental law for the
conservation and sustainable use of oceans and their
resources.
j) Ensure monitoring of the following:
1. total water discharge data by destination across
operations
2. CO2 savings of each project
3. waste management and how the corporation will
improve and generate value from waste.
k) For future projects, the Corporation will be committed
to implement responsible sourcing practices beyond
compliance - applying environmental and social
safeguards
l) Measure, manage, and mitigate impact on ecosystems
and natural resources - this will be included in the WOW
reporting.
a)

Revise policy on Vendor Survey and Qualification
to identify child labor and forced labor throughout
supply chains, and implement remediation when
abuses are discovered.

b)

Continuous firm implementation of policy against
unfair hiring and recruitment practices, particularly
of vulnerable groups such as migrant workers.

1. Gender segregated industry
2. Legal Dispute
3. Inequality and discrimination.

The company is committed to:

Support for Nation Building

Possible Impact
1. Computing and technology-based skills
are of significant value to corporate
business. Considering the demand for
sophisticated infrastructure, there is a
need for advanced technologies which
will have great impact on economic
growth and societal progress.
2. The Company’s role is not only providing
specific infrastructure and services, but
also contributing to the strategy that will
support the overall optimization of urban
systems to create safe, sustainable, and
disaster-resilient cities.
3. Sustainable Cities and Communities
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c)

Pay equal remuneration, including benefits and for
work of equal value to all women and men.

d)

Enforce a zero-tolerance policy towards all forms of
violence at work

e)

Promote equal opportunity to all genders, and
enforce zero-tolerance to deeply entrenched gender
stereotypes that hinder promotion, access to
trainings, and sound decision making

f)

The Corporation can encourage changes to
programs and activities that may exclude workers
based on factors such as age, gender, religious
beliefs, disability, national origin, or ethnicity.

a)

Invest in new, resilient infrastructure or retrofit
existing infrastructure to make it more sustainable.

b)

Establish standards and promote regulation that
ensure projects and initiatives are sustainably
managed.

c)

The Corporation will deliver solutions to improve
energy efficiency in buildings we build.

d) Collaborate with cities and governments to find
solutions to future mobility needs that minimize
environmental impact while making transportation
safer and more affordable for all.
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